Judge’s Qualification Form
Basic Retrieving and Tolling (BRT)
Working Certificate (WC)
Working Certificate Intermediate (WCI)
Working Certificate Excellent (WCX)

Please complete and return to: Kathy Gibson 3145 Padre Street Lafayette, CA 94549
(925)891-4730 E-mail: Field@nsdtrc-usa.org
Applicant’s Name:
Address:
Phone:

E-mail:

Please check the stake(s) you are applying for:

BRT

WC

WCI

WCX

List the date and location of the NSDTRC(USA) test you will be judging:
Have you been actively involved with retrievers in hunt tests, WC tests or field trials within the
last three years?
Yes
No
Please list the two, highest level club WC tests, hunt tests, sanctioned trials, or licensed trials
you have judged (include stake, date, club/event name).

OR
If you are a licensed HRC or NAHRA judge, list your license number and the stakes for which
you are licensed. If you are AKC qualified to judge, please list the stake for which you are
qualified and your judge’s number.

OR
Please list the dog’s name and the highest titles earned on at least two Working Certificate,
Hunt Test, or Field Trial retrievers that you have trained and titled.

Applicant’s Signature
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Date

Judge’s Qualifications
There will be two judges for each test. Both must be familiar with the rules and actively involved with retrievers in hunt tests, WC
tests or field trials within the last three years.
Basic Retrieving and Tolling Test (BRT):
In order to be qualified to judge the BRT test, a judge shall have any one of the following qualifications:
a)

Judged at least two retriever hunt tests or sanctioned retriever trials administered by an organized field test group (NAHRA,
HRC, AKC, etc.)

b)

Handled a dog or dogs that have earned a recognized title at least twice in a sanctioned retriever hunt test or trial (NAHRA,
HRC, AKC, breed club WC.)

c)

Placed at least two NSDTRC titles on a dog or dogs and participated in or been involved with the organization and execution
(as a committee member) of at least two test events sanctioned by the NSDTR Club (USA) or other organized retriever field
test group (NAHRA, HRC, AKC, etc.)

Working Certificate Test (WC)
One or both judges must have one of the following qualifications:
a)

Judged two breed club tests equivalent to the NSDTRC(USA) WC level or higher.

b)

Approved to judge at least the started level of HRC or NAHRA.

c)

Qualified to judge AKC retriever Hunt Tests with a minimum of 2 points at the Junior level or higher and a current seminar.

d)

Judged two CKC retriever Hunt Tests or retriever Field Trials at the Junior level or higher.

e)

Judged two AKC or CKC retriever Field Trials at any level.

The other judge must meet the following requirement:
a)

Trained and handled two dogs to a pass at any test equivalent to the NSDTRC (USA) WC or any level of an HRC, NAHRA,
AKC or CKC retriever hunt test.

Working Certificate Intermediate (WCI)
One or both judges must have one of the following qualifications:
a)

Judged two NSDTRC (USA) WCI or judged two equivalent tests with another retriever organization.

b)

Approved to judge at least the started level of HRC or NAHRA.

c)

Qualified to judge AKC retriever Hunt Tests with a minimum of 2 points at the Junior level or higher and a current seminar.

d)

Judged two CKC retriever Hunt Tests at the Junior level or higher.

e)

Judged two AKC or CKC retriever field trials at any level.

The other judge must meet one of the following requirements:
a)

Trained and titled two dogs at an NSDTRC (USA) WC and one dog at the WCI level, or achieved equivalent titles with another
retriever organization.

b)

Trained and titled two dogs at an AKC or CKC retriever Hunt Test at the Junior level, and one at the Senior level.

c)

Trained and titled two dogs at a NAHRA hunt test at the Started level and one at the Intermediate level.

d)

Trained and passed two dogs at an HRC hunt test at the Started level and trained and titled one at the Seasoned level.

Working Certificate Excellent (WCX):
One or both judges must have one of the following qualifications:
a)

Judged two NSDTRC (USA) WCX, or judged two equivalent tests with another retriever organization.

b)

Approved to judge at least the Seasoned level of HRC or the Intermediate level of NAHRA.

c)

Qualified to judge AKC retriever Hunt Tests with a minimum of 2 points at the Senior level or higher and a current seminar.

d)

Judged two AKC or CKC retriever Field Trials at any level.

The other judge must meet one of the following requirements:
a)

Trained and titled two dogs at an NSDTRC (USA) WCI and one dog at the WCX level, or achieved equivalent titles with
another retriever organization.

b)

Trained and titled two dogs at an AKC or CKC retriever Hunt Test at the Junior level and one at the Senior level.

c)

Trained and titled two dogs at a NAHRA hunt test at the Started level and one at the Intermediate level.

d)

Trained and passed two dogs at an HRC hunt test at the Started level and trained and titled one at the Seasoned level.
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